BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN EDUCATION & TECHNOLOGY

ENABLING BETTER TEACHING AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES

FIVE PRIORITIES FOR EDUCATION

1. DIGITAL MATURITY ASSESSMENT

The Digital Maturity Assessment can help you:

• Understand your application estate and define a clear plan to migrate.
• Identify potential costs associated to each ICT initiative, providing clarity to aid budgetary and operational policies.
• Assess the current level of wireless network effectiveness and remediate aligned to expectations of stakeholders.

2. SAFEGUARDING AND SECURITY ADVISORY SERVICES

The security sector is an essential component of a secure connected environment, with both teachers and students expecting a “home like” connected experience. Inadequate wireless coverage, LAN or WAN performance is no longer good enough with both teachers and students expecting a “home like” connected experience. A wireless network is a critical component of a secure connected environment. We provide whole-site coverage assessments and assurance testing and reporting, plus design and implementation services.

3. NETWORK ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION

We assess your network and highlight which applications and data need to migrate to the cloud, the order in which to migrate them and to which cloud providers.

4. CLOUD READINESS

We help educational institutions navigate cloud adoption through a range of customisable services to support you wherever you are on your cloud journey. We can provide support in rationalisation, superior integration and operational efficiency benefits. We believe security should not be “bolted on,” but “built in.” Secure digital education must be assured to maximise the benefits of a Digital Education Environment can be delivered within the shortest possible timescales. To accelerate digital transformation so that the benefits of a Digital Education Environment can be delivered within the shortest possible timescales.

5. CLOUD ADOPTION & OPTIMISATION

We will help define your strategy as part of our services to help define your digital strategy.

ACHIEVE MORE WITH THE RIGHT PARTNER

Compucentre have provided end-to-end cloud services and solutions in the education sector for over 40 years. As a result, we have a unique ability to provide the breadth, depth and range of services needed to help schools and colleges achieve more and succeed.

GET IN TOUCH

To find out more about how Computacenter can help enable technology, please contact your Computacenter Account Manager.

www.computacenter.com
07801 452780 or call educationsales@computacenter.com or email

Operational policies.